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was carried out on the basis of the 2329 requests for interlibrary loan, received during 
the first quarter of 1978. The answer to the question put in the title is positive: the 
volume of interlibrary loan increased some 60 percent between 1973 and 1978 (it re
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of the Somogyi City Library and Museum, Szeged and in 1917 its director. In his library 
work he made good use of his journalistic activity. As member and later on as general 
editor of the newspaper Szegedi Journal, he published on Sundays the new acquistions 
of the Library. Due to his inventions the fréquentation increased; in order to retrieve the 
missing subject catalogue, he started to compile a subject word catalogue (lexicon cata
logue), established the collection of small prints and manuscripts, and during the misery, 
following the Great War, he founded a society of journal subscribers. In his articles Móra 
protested several times against the anti-cultural conditions and hard fate during the 
Horthy-era.
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IuD Program (Program of the Federal Government to encourage Information and Docu
mentation). Thereupon the establishment of system plans, aiming at the elaboration of 
factual details touching upon 16 professional information (Fachinformationssystem = 
FIS),has been started. Plans were prepared on the basis of surveying the situation in detail 
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took collectively upon themselves to sponsor the activities aiming at the objectives Of the 
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and Documentation), established as a central organ of the nation-wide information 
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the co-ordinating organizational problems of library and documentary services and the 
other by the Industrial Minister to undertake the same studies in the field of scientific- 
technical information. The government report from the year 1977 summarized the results 
of the co-ordinated work performed by the two committees. This report gives a compre
hensive survey on the situation of scientific and technical information in Sweden,
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presenting the development of libraries, information centres as well as computerized 
information networks; it outlines such a development concept which includes proposals 
for a network consisting of libraries specialized in subject fields, further on the establish
ment of a new national co-ordinating board and the framing of the Royal Library into 
a National Library.
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